
CHANDRAX-ray Center 60 Garden St., Cambridge Massahusetts 02138 USAMEMORANDUMDate: April 18, 2007From: Nany Adams-WolkTo: SOT ACIS OperationsSubjet: Using Xspe, Obsvis and MARX for high ount rate simulationsFile: MARX_do.texVersion: 0.1 AbstratThis doument desribes the setup and exeution of MARX simulations for high ount rateobservations to determine potential damage to ACIS. In addition, the obsvis and xspe tools aredisussed as they are needed in the preparation of the MARX simulations.1 IntrodutionOasionally, there are observations of bright soures whih ould pose a threat to ACIS. In theseases, we want to model the spetrum of the soure and simulate the observation to determine ifthey pose any danger of damaging the detetor.There are three tools to utilize in simulating data: xspe to reate the spetral model, obsvis tovisualize the observation and MARX to simulate the observation through the HRMA and onto ACIS.This doument will explain the setup for these tools and run through an example with ObsId 7501,an o�-axis observation of Cygnus X-1.2 Create the spetrumThe ACIS detetor is sensitive to the di�erent energies of the soure and we don't want to assumea monohromati soure. The �rst step in any simulation is to determine the spetral model. It isoften advantageous to ontat the PI/Observer for the observation to ask for the model. Anotherroute would be to do a literature searh via ADS and �nd papers that desribe the spetrum.In almost any ase, one you have the model and parameters, you'll want to run xspe to reatethe model �le. It is advised to use xspe 11.3. There have been reports of issues with xspe 12.0 andPaul Pluinsky an help with the ommands for xspe 11.3.2.1 Start xspeTo set up the xspe software (in tsh)� setenv LD LIBRARY PATH /opt/SUNWspro/lib� setenv HEADAS /soft/lheasoft/headas/spar-sun-solaris2.8� soure $HEADAS/headas-init.sh� xspe11This will set the terminal into the xspe environment.To run the model, you need to know the model omponents. For this doument, I am using CygX-1 as the example bright soure. 1 / 12



High ount rate simulations2.2 Build the modelFirst enter the model into xspe and the prompts will ask for the individual parameters. This exampleis a phabs with a high energy uto� and a broken power law with a gaussian for the Fe line.XSPEC>model phabs*higheut( bknpower + gaussian )Model: phabs<1>*higheut<2>( bknpower<3> + gaussian<4> )Input parameter value, delta, min, bot, top, and max values for ...1 0.001 0 0 1E+05 1E+061:phabs:nH>...2.3 Sale the normalizationFor many of the bright soure observations it is best to enter a frational normalization to sale downthe ux. This will eliminate lengthy alulation times and possible write errors with MARX. Be sureto aount for all normalizations in the model. Start with hanging the normalizations by 0.01. Tosee the model parameters type \show all".XSPEC>show all14:32:46 29-Mar-2007Auto-saving is done after every ommand.Fit statisti in use is Chi-SquaredMinimization tehnique is Lev-MarqConvergene riterion = 0.01Querying enabledPrefit-renorming enabledSolar abundane table is angrCross-setions are bmCosmology in use : H0 = 70.000 Lambda0 = 0.730Model: phabs<1>*higheut<2>( bknpower<3> + gaussian<4> )------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Model: phabs<1>*higheut<2>( bknpower<3> + gaussian<4> )Model Fit Model Component Parameter Unit Valuepar par omp1 1 1 phabs nH 10^22 1.40000 +/- 0.000002 2 2 higheut utoffE keV 27.4000 +/- 0.000003 3 2 higheut foldE keV 237.000 +/- 0.000004 4 3 bknpower PhoIndx1 1.72800 +/- 0.000005 5 3 bknpower BreakE keV 9.22000 +/- 0.000006 6 3 bknpower PhoIndx2 1.53600 +/- 0.000007 7 3 bknpower norm 1.03000 +/- 0.000008 8 4 gaussian LineE keV 6.35000 +/- 0.000009 9 4 gaussian Sigma keV 0.370000 +/- 0.0000010 10 4 gaussian norm 3.100000E-03 +/- 0.00000------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I have not yet lowered the normalizations here. I would do that with the \newpar" ommand.Use the parameter numbers to speify whih item to hange. To hange the bknpower norm, I needparameter 7 and for the gaussian norm, I need parameter 10.XSPEC>newpar 7 1.03 0.01 0 0 1E+24 1E+24 2 / 12



High ount rate simulations7:bknpower:norm>0.013------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Model: phabs<1>*higheut<2>( bknpower<3> + gaussian<4> )Model Fit Model Component Parameter Unit Valuepar par omp1 1 1 phabs nH 10^22 1.40000 +/- 0.000002 2 2 higheut utoffE keV 27.4000 +/- 0.000003 3 2 higheut foldE keV 237.000 +/- 0.000004 4 3 bknpower PhoIndx1 1.72800 +/- 0.000005 5 3 bknpower BreakE keV 9.22000 +/- 0.000006 6 3 bknpower PhoIndx2 1.53600 +/- 0.000007 7 3 bknpower norm 1.300000E-02 +/- 0.000008 8 4 gaussian LineE keV 6.35000 +/- 0.000009 9 4 gaussian Sigma keV 0.370000 +/- 0.0000010 10 4 gaussian norm 3.100000E-03 +/- 0.00000------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------XSPEC>newpar 100.0031 0.01 0 0 1E+24 1E+2410:gaussian:norm>0.000031------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Model: phabs<1>*higheut<2>( bknpower<3> + gaussian<4> )Model Fit Model Component Parameter Unit Valuepar par omp1 1 1 phabs nH 10^22 1.40000 +/- 0.000002 2 2 higheut utoffE keV 27.4000 +/- 0.000003 3 2 higheut foldE keV 237.000 +/- 0.000004 4 3 bknpower PhoIndx1 1.72800 +/- 0.000005 5 3 bknpower BreakE keV 9.22000 +/- 0.000006 6 3 bknpower PhoIndx2 1.53600 +/- 0.000007 7 3 bknpower norm 1.300000E-02 +/- 0.000008 8 4 gaussian LineE keV 6.35000 +/- 0.000009 9 4 gaussian Sigma keV 0.370000 +/- 0.0000010 10 4 gaussian norm 3.100000E-05 +/- 0.00000------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10 variable fit parameters2.4 Create fake data to hek the number of expeted photons.Next, a fake dataset should be reated using the \fakeit" ommand. This will take the model, theinstrument RMF and ARF �les and reate a dataset for a given exposure time. This gives the abilityto hek the photons expeted from the observation.XSPEC>fakeit noneFor fake data, file # 1 needs response file: aisi_aimpt_y08.rmf... and anillary response file: aisi_aimpt_y08.arfUse randomization in reating fake data? (y) yInput optional fake file prefix (max 4 hars):Fake data filename (aisi_aimpt_y08.fak) [/ to use default℄:Exposure time, orretion norm (1, 1): 10000Note that RESPFILE keyword in ARF is grid(aisi_aimpt_y08.rmf[MATRIX℄[ols ENERG_LO,ENERG_HI℄)3 / 12



High ount rate simulationsNet ount rate (ts/s) for file 1 2.683 +/- 1.6380E-02using response (RMF) file... aisi_aimpt_y08.rmfusing auxiliary (ARF) file... aisi_aimpt_y08.arfChi-Squared = 762.1366 using 1024 PHA bins.Redued hi-squared = 0.7516140 for 1014 degrees of freedomNull hypothesis probability = 1.00With the saled model, with these ACIS responses, the simulation should produe approximately26,830 photons striking the telesope in 10ks. For the simulation purposes, reduing the exposuretime to 5ks would produe about 13,000 photons, enough to get an aurate determination of damage,but not so many that the alulation will take too long.To �nd the RMF and ARF �les for the spei� observation yle, go to:/proj/web-x/htdos/aldb2/prop plan/imaging/CY<XX> where XX is the two digit year.2.5 Save the modelThe model that was entered and saled needs to be saved in the xspe format.XSPEC>pd /xwXSPEC>plot modelXSPEC>iploPLT>Wdata ygx1_aisi_lowstate.dat3 Visualizing the ObservationIf there are no Y or Z o�sets, this setion is not relevant for simulations, but it is useful to see wherethe soure falls on the CCD array.CIAO inludes a tool alled obsvis. This will take the oordinates and the basi instrument setupto reate a Sloan Digital Sky Survey (DSS) image with the ACIS �eld of view, the default aimpointand the atual aimpoint in a DS9 window.3.1 Running obsvisTo run obsvis,� soure /soft/iao/bin/iao.sh -k� set prompt="CIAO> "� obsvis &A start up window as shown in Figure 1 will appear. In your favorite browser, bring up the USINTwebpage for this observation, in this example, http://x.harvard.edu/gi-gen/target param.gi?7501.First, set the orret foal plane instrument by seleting \Options...Parameters" to bring up the win-dow with the CCDs to overlay in the Field of View. This is important to do �rst as the Y and Zo�sets are hanged when you hange the instrument setup. Clik \Apply" and then \Close" whendone.At this point, use the parameters spei�ed in the USINT webpage for RA, DEC the Y-O�set,the Z-O�set, the roll and the SIM-Z o�set. If entering the RA and De as deimal degrees, plae aomma between the RA and De. Then lik \DISPLAY FIELD OF VIEW". This will bring up ads9 window with the overlays as seen in Figure 2. It is important to note that the roll in the USINTpages is the predited roll for mid-week of the planned week. One the preliminary shedule is out,the planned roll is available here. Use the most aurate roll as possible. A small hange in roll isimportant for o�-axis observations.This is how the observation looks to the telesope. However, this setup is NOT what we need forMARX. We need the observation's aimpoint (the red box with insribed irle) to be on the bright4 / 12



High ount rate simulations

Figure 1: The obsvis start GUI.
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High ount rate simulations

Figure 2: ObsId 7501-Over the DSS image as planned. The o�sets and nominal pointing plae Cyg X-1at the edge of the I1 CCD. The green box-irle is the detetor aimpoint and the red box-irle is theaimpoint with the o�sets applied. 6 / 12



High ount rate simulationssoure in question (in this ase Cyg X-1). To do this, the RA, De and the pointing o�sets an behanged to plae the aimpoint of the observation at the same loation as the bright soure. For thisexample, the RA and De were moved to Cyg X-1's loation (to plae the aimpoint there) and theno�sets were added to move the aimpoint to the edge of the I1 CCD.A sreen shot of the new obsvis window is shown in Figure 3 and the resulting overlay is shownin Figure 4.4 Using MARX for the simulationThe next step is to use the spetrum and the positional information to run MARX and simulate thephotons inident on the detetor. For the purposes of ACIS instrument safety, we want to runMARXversion 3.01. The goal of these simulations is to determine the number of photons that impat thedetetor, not the photons that are deteted. For this reason, the quantum eÆieny of the detetorsshould be set to 1.0. However, MARX4.0 bundles the QE and optial bloking �lter transmissionstogether. The �lter transmissions need to be kept in plae for these simulations.In MARX 3.01, the �lter transmissions and QE have been separated and there are QE �les forI3/S3 that have been reated with a uniform QE. These �les are stored in the $MARX DATA DIR(de�ned below).In the ase that we an no longer use the older version of MARX, it is possible to reate new �lesto work with MARX 4.0 and higher. These would need to be FITS �les that ontain only the �lterfuntions and NOT the QE. These �les would be plaed in the data diretory for MARX and usedin plae of the urrent QE �les.4.1 MARX setupTo set up MARX, use the installation on /data/ais0:� set path = ($path /data/ais0/MARX/marx 3.0/bin/)� setenv MARX DATA DIR /data/ais0/MARX/marx 3.0/marx/data/� p $MARX DATA DIR/marx.par <working diretory>4.2 Entering the parametersMARX runs with an IRAF style parameter �le.The parameters of interest are:� SpetrumFile: The input soure model in marx format.� ExposureTime: The simulation exposure time in seonds.� SoureO�setY: The Y O�set in armin.� SoureO�setZ: The Z O�set in armin.� Pointing RA: The deimal degree Right Asension of the soure to model.� Pointing De: The deimal degree Delination of the soure to model.� DitherRoll: The planned roll of the observation in degrees.� OutputDir: The name of the output diretory� DitherModel: Either INTERNAL or NONE, this sets if the simulation dithers.� GratingType: NONE, HETG or LETG, should be set to reet the setup.Any or all of these parameters an be set by using the \pset" ommand or by using these on theommand line.Example:To set the ExposureTime with pset: 7 / 12



High ount rate simulations

Figure 3: The Obsvis GUI with the pointing hanged for the MARX simulation. The large o�sets areneeded to plae the aimpoint (red irle-box) on Cyg X-1's position in the planned observation. 8 / 12



High ount rate simulations

Figure 4: ObsId 7501-Over the DSS image as needed for the MARX simulation. Note that the redirle-box is now plaed on Cyg X-1 and near the position for the planned observation. 9 / 12



High ount rate simulationspset marx ExposureTime=10000To set the ExpsoureTime on the ommand line:marx ExposureTime=100004.3 Converting the input spetrumThe input spetrum from xspe must be onverted to a format that MARX expets. There is a marxtool to do this. It is a wrapper around a nawk ommand, so you must rediret the output to a �le.xspe2marx xspe_model.dat > marx_model.datThis �lename will be used in the MARX parameter \SpetrumFile".4.4 Running MARXThere are several di�erent simulations to be run to over failure senarios:� The observation as planned.� The observation as planned with DitherType=NONE to simulate the ase if dither fails.� The observation with the soure at the aimpoint (if not as planned).� The observation with the soure at the aimpoint AND DitherType=NONE to simulate the aseif dither fails.� If the soure has a varying spetrum and/or a high/low ount state, repeat all of the abovewith a seond spetrum.To run MARX, set up the parameters in setion 4.2 with either \pset" or on the ommand line.For the on-axis simulations, use the oordinates of the soure. For the as planned simulations, usethe setup that you alulated in the seond part of setion 3.REMEMBER to NOT use the plannedtelesope setup if the soure is not at the aimpoint. It is important for MARX to think that theaimpoint is at the bright soure to be simulated, not vie versa. In other words, MARX will simulatethe observation with the soure spetrum plaed at the red irle-box in Figures 2 and 4. This iswhy you spent the time resetting the obsvis setup to plae the aimpoint at the bright soure.If you are simulating a long observation, it may be bene�ial to ut the exposure time. Ditherrequires about 1 ks to omplete a full trae of the pattern, so at least 1ks should be used. The �nalnumbers should be saled up to reet the expeted exposure time.4.5 MARX outputMARX plaes a series of binary �les in the diretory that you spei�ed in the OutputDir parameter.To atually read these, use the \marx2�ts" onverter.marx2fits <diretory with binary files> marx.fitsThe result is a FITS �le that an be read into DS9 and proessed with CIAO tools. If an errorours indiating that disk spae is an issue, the resultant FITS �le may be over 2GB. This is a FITSlimit inside the �tsio libraries. Rerun the simulation with either a saled model or exposure time.5 Calulating the peak pixelTo determine to damage to ACIS, the pixel with the highest number of ounts in the simulation (thepeak pixel) needs to be found. This pixel is usually in the a orner of the dither pattern. One way to�nd the peak pixel is to use CIAO tools to opy the the CCD with the soure to a FITS �le and thenonverting it to a hip oordinate image. This hip oordinate image an be visualized(Figure 5) andthen \dmstat" an be run on this image to loate the peak pixel. 10 / 12



High ount rate simulationsdmopy marx.fits"[d_id=3℄" marx_i3.fits`;dmopy marx_i3.fits"[bin hipx,hipy℄" marx_i3_hipimg.fits option="type=i4"dmstat marx_i3_hipimg.fits > marx_summary.txt`;

Figure 5: Chip Image of MARX simulation. This is the hip oordinate system image of the MARXsimulation. The peak pixel will be in one of the orners of the dither pattern.The �rst step opies just the I3 CCD. The seond step reates a CHIP X/Y image. The �nal stepruns a statistis tool that will report the maximum ount and the position of that pixel. Figure 5displays the marx i3 hipimg.�ts �le. In the ase of no dither, the peak pixel will be the same inthe \marx i3.�ts" �le as the \marx i3 hipimg.�ts" �le. The onern is not the position of the peakpixel, but the value of the ounts.The ounts must be properly saled if the exposure time and/or the model were saled to reatethe simulation. This will give the expeted ounts in the peak pixel.5.1 Comparison to Mission DoseTo determine if this observation an ause damage to the detetor, the expeted ounts in the peakpixel need to be ompared against the mission dose. The values in Table 1 are used to alulate thekilorads that the observation would take and then this value is onverted to a perent of the missiondose.6 Reporting the simulationAfter a simulation is ompleted, a short memo should be written to explain what soure model wasused, what salings (if any) where used and the values of the peak pixels and perentages of mission11 / 12



High ount rate simulationsCCD MD(krad) ts/pix : rad/pixFI 25 135:1BI 625 100:1Table 1: Mission Dose limitsdose for eah simulation. This memo an be used to disuss any possible damage that ould be doneto the detetor and shared between the ACIS SOT team and the MIT team.
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